Dear Titan Family,

Welcome to the University Awards Program – Virtual Edition! This live but online celebration may not bring us the crispy bacon we have come to associate with this Titan Family party, but it will serve up bountiful helpings of what we are most known for: innovation and perseverance.

Indeed, in true reflection of the excellence this awards ceremony stands for, our Titan Family has come together to ensure that the old saying, “there ain’t no party like a Titan Family party,” continues to ring true in this “new normal.”

Similarly, thanks to the faculty and staff throwing and enjoying this shindig – there ain’t no graduate like a Titan graduate. If you don’t believe me, just ask the hiring managers, government leaders, and business owners around Orange County who consistently say the same thing when looking for the next generation of leaders to run their companies and lift their communities: “I will take a Titan.”

Why? What is it about Titans that make them the civically engaged, workforce ready, service oriented, and culturally agile leaders that are sought after with more vigor and interest than graduates from any other university in the state? Well, if you are virtually enjoying this awards celebration, the answer is you – our amazing faculty, staff, and administrators!

You are the reason we are No. 1 in California in graduating both women and Hispanics. Your teaching, support, and leadership are why our graduation rates are at all-time highs and our equity gaps are at all-time lows. You are behind every one of the more than 12,000 degrees we conferred last May, an achievement that made us – Cal State Fullerton – home to the largest graduating class in the 163-year history of the CSU. And most recently, you were a driving force to the almost overnight transition to virtual teaching, learning, and telecommuting for the largest (and let’s face it, best) university in the largest system of higher education in the nation.

Yes, our students are the heart of what we do; the sinew that holds us together; the grit that gives rise to impossible dreams – but it is all of you who are the catalyst that breathes life into those dreams, provides structure for that sinew to grow strong, and adds the soul that empowers those hearts to soar.

So, every time I hear “I will take a Titan” from folks around our community, state, and nation, I know what the subtext behind that statement is: “We need graduates who have been taught, mentored, and supported by your incredible faculty and staff.”

Today, I am so very grateful for the Titan innovation and perseverance that this awards program not only celebrates, but is also a testament to. After all, it doesn’t really take crispy bacon for a successful and rewarding celebration during this difficult time; it takes grit and tenacity; it takes kindness and care; it takes collaboration and collegiality.

In other words, It Takes a Titan – and all of you are the Titans it takes.

Sincerely,

Fram Virjee, President
Message from David Forgues, Vice President, HRDI

Dear Titan Family,

Let me start off by first saying – thank you, to each and every one of you, who have collectively contributed to another successful year at Cal State Fullerton. This year has been filled with challenges, including the current unprecedented situation related to COVID-19. However, I’ve seen the campus come together virtually, despite these challenges as one Titan family, proving one thing – It Takes a Titan to persevere.

This year, we celebrate our 539 honorees who represent every college and division on campus, including auxiliaries, with years of service ranging from five to 50 years and 14 of our colleagues earned degrees while serving our university. In addition, we received an amazing amount of nominations from the campus for awards honoring employees for Diversity, Inclusion and Equity, Teamwork & Collaboration, and personifying what it means to be a Titan with the Titan Excellence award.

From all angles, our faculty and staff are the life force of our campus and define what it means to be a Titan. I am grateful to work for an institution with amazing employees, all working toward the common goal of preparing the next generation of students for the workforce.

As President Virjee mentioned, many times we hear the phrase “I will take a Titan” when our community’s leaders are faced with picking the next generation of leaders. Our students are in fact leading that charge.

I hope you join me in saying, “It takes a Titan” to lead innovation in the next generation of our community’s workforce, but it most certainly “Takes a Titan” to prepare, support and nurture the next generation of students on their inspiring journeys at CSUF and beyond.

Your impact is substantial – whether you assist students with enrollment, provide mentorship, patrol the campus to ensure our community’s safety, or keep our campus clean and beautiful – you make a difference in the lives of our students every day and contribute to the success of our university.

I hope you know that your efforts and work do not go unnoticed. This virtual program is dedicated to celebrating you – the amazing Titans who have continued to push the boundaries of what it means to serve students pursuing higher education.

I am honored to serve alongside you.

Sincerely,

David Forgues, Vice President, Human Resources, Diversity and Inclusion
YEARS OF SERVICE

5 YEARS

Dustin Abnet
Nicole Marie Bailey
Emily Barnes
Crystal M. Barnett
Marques Barosso
Sara Barrios
S Bayhan
Jill Berg
Adriana Bernal
Brad Biggs
Joshua R. Bilbrew
Lizzeth C. Broadway
Arielle Chieko Brown
Teresa Bryars
Aissa Bugarin
Amy Bulone
Roy D. Burk
Shelley Burke
Kyle A. Burnett
Robert Byrne
Phillip Bystry
Michael Caldera
Gerard K. Caldwell
Ana L. Camacho Villalva
Rebecca Campbell
Jason M. Canal
Christina L. Cardenas
Joseph Carlin
Gregorie L. Carpenter
Gary Cavicchio
Dhusdee Chandswang
Joanne Chapman
Calvin C. Chen
Juliana Marie Chenot
Dennis Hyuntae Cho
Wonik Choi
Yoonsuk Choi
Ashley D. Chrisakis
Khanh N. Chu
Suzanne Cichuniec
Randall T. Clark
Alaidrían Clark
Aleena E. Clavel
Zenaïda Co
Steven L. Cooper

Pablo Costa
Michael A. Coughlin
Patrick Covert
Carly Cretney
Eliot Cross
Carly L. Culhane
Ashton A. Daneshmayeh
Michael S. Daniel
Sylvia Davalos
Dydia Delyser
Joshua Der
Amy Douma
Elizabeth Eastin
Dave Edwards
John J. Edwards Jr.
Joannabelle Empeno
Deborah E. Enriquez
Brian D. Epps
Claudia Evans-Zepeda
Patricia Falzon
Cynthia Fields
Koren Fisher
Mark A. Fitzgerald
Leonor Flores Cervantes
Chalea Forgues
Michael J. Foy
Jennifer E. Frauenzimmer
Dasia M. Fregozo Jimenez
Bryan A. French
Arthur F. Gallegos Jr.
Erika Garcia
Qian Garnett
K. Shand Garrett
Sara Ghadami
Gagan Ghosh
Porsche Gipson
Andrew Gonzales
Ryan Gottfredson
Maria Graham
Madison A. Grater
Charles R. Greenwood
Michelle Greer
Timothy M. Guesman
Aimee Guichard
Arlene Gutierrez
María D. Gutierrez
Stephen Hager
Georgia Halkia

Burt Hara
Jennifer M. Hardison
Christopher Harrington
David Hart
Alfreda Hart
Lin He
Sara M. Hebda
David Heckathorn
Kathleen Herbst
Tiffany N. Hernandez
Juliana Hernandez
Corey Hirsch
Michael D. Hoang
Laura Hoffman
Mitra Hunter
Joanna Hynes
Timothy Jasko
Nathan C. Jeffers
Brian Johnson
Daphne L. Jones
Atousa Karimi
Keith Kesler
Brian A. Killeen
Juim A. Kim
Kenneth Kim
Kenneth H. Knopp
Kristijan Kolozvari
Phillip Kopp
Sudarshan Kurwadkar
Brittany L. Lane
Ryan Langley
Corey L. Le
Shannon Ledoux
Elisa Lee
Kristia Lengyel-Leahu
Linda Leonard
Aurdee Lett
Warren Lewis
Yansong Li
Jong Lim
Mark Lindsey
Antoinette Linton
Ronghuyei Liu
Marriam Lofton
Marianna Lopez
Kenneth Lopez Jr.
Rachel Lui
Laurel Martinez

Megan R. Martinez
Teresa Matsumiya
Salvador Mayoral
Micheal McAlexander
Marta N. McDaniel
Sinta W. Mcgee
Valbone Memeti
Xhercis Mendez
Jamie Michaels
Jessica M. Miller
Sanjay K. Mishra
Jack Mixner
Cesar Montenegro Corral
Susan Montgomery-Kinsey
Farrokh Moshiri
Jessica Moss
Kimberly Mundala
Joshua Murphy
Thomas Murphy
Robert Neis
Rick Nelson
Robert Nelsen
Thuyuyen Newby
Pamela D. Newton
Allison Phuong Nguyen
Son Nguyen
Naser Nikandish
Rachel Nilsson
Guadalupe M. Ochoa
Lindsay O’Neill
Mary E. Ortiz
Linda T. Pabon
Karen I. Padin
Lambe Papoulas
Laurent Patricio
Gasmine A. Pesantes
Scott S. Petersen
Claudia Pineda
Edward Pineda
Matthew Pitts
Ashley Preston
James Primbs
Ramesh G. Purohit
Patricia Radovich
Maria Ramirez
Matthew Rathbun
John C. Razo Jr.
Laurel Ann Repogle

Years of service calculation may differ from CalPERS years of service calculation.
Heather Richards-Siddons
Toby Rider
Osvaldo Rodriguez Cruz
Ferran/Fernando Rodriguez-Valls
Seng Rojas
Melissa J. Romo
Emmanuel Romo
Valerie Rosa
Nanci Ruby
Clint Sadler
Randy Salas
Zia Salim
Daniel Salinas
Rommel Salvador
Eloy Santiago
Luis E. Santos
Ginamarie Scherzi
Abigail Segura
Nicole Seymour
Makeda Seyoum
Deepak Sharma
Tseng-Ching Shen
Susan Shimazu
Charles Siska
Kevin Slay
Kimberly Smith
Pamela Smith
Tracey Sohner
Jessica Ann U. Solis-Bado
Brian Song
Kathleen R. Soto
Gabriela Soto De Acosta
Emily Sparks
Ashley Stilley
Elisabeth Strauss
Susan L. Suetsugu
Daniel Sutko
Christopher Swarat
Asma Taha
Shannon Takeuchi
Christina D. Tec
Elissa B. Thomas
Diana Tisnado
Timothy Tivenan
Francisco Torres
Linh Tran
Anh Quynh Tran
Margaret Tran
Veronica Traub
Fredia Travis
Craig Tyrl
Jonathon Vandergriff
Matthew Vickovic
Jerica N. Villasenor
Bryan M. Volpe
Alicia Wagner
Jeffrey Weber
Phillip Weir-Mayta
Jeffrey S. Whitten
Yan Xiao
Myleah M. Xiong
Michael H. Yonamine
Jim Yu
Wissam Zalzali
Jose Zamora
Andre Zampaio
Silvia Zamudio
Dachun Zhao
Damon Zick

10 YEARS

Justine Messina Baldacci
Gerard Beenen
Shovit Bhari
Mohammad Bhuiyan
Marsha A. Bishop
Rebecca Bodan
Robert M. Bodeen
Bruce Bordner
Freddi Bruschke
Carole Chambers
Sharon Chappell
Steven Chen
Jon B. Coltrane
Debra Cote
Wendy Criner
Emily Erickson
Elizabeth C. Gebhardt
Keith J. Gordon
Michelle Gottlieb
Valerie Hannah
Nicholas Henning
Autumn M. Hollyfield
Lisa Howard
Erica Howell

Yi Jiang
Vita L. Jones
Yan (Winnie) Kang-Abreu
Kristin Kleinjans
Corinne E. Knight
Myungjung Kwon
Raymond Llewellyn
Hung Lu
Carole Mackie Venne
Kyle R. Millard
Pradeep Nair
Stephen Neufeld
Nga Nguyen
Hui Pan
Annie Petrossian
Shaun Pichler
Robert G. Pierce
Elizabeth Pillsworth
Ari Posner
Maureen Provenzano
Samantha Rebert
Gitanjali Sathianathan
Sharon Sekhon
Farifteh Shahbazian
Jason Shepard
Marisa Sherb
Joshua Smith
Jose Tello
Pawan Tomkoria
John T. Varley
Melanie Wetzel Gersten
Michele Wood
Kevin Wortman
Joshua Yang

15 YEARS

Melvin G. Alegado
Jawad Ali
Nimer Alrushiedat
Armando S. Alvarado
Lorenzo J. Armas
Kenytt Avery
Sergio Banda
Mary M. Becerra
Philip S. Berriman
Kellee M. Carter

Pia Claudio
John Cross
Linda Crowder
Debra Danielsen
Rebecca Dolhinow
Patricia Drew
Abdunasser Duella
Jeffrey Ellwood
Jill English
Vanessa Engstrom
Tamatha Esquivar
Rafat Fazeli
Michael T. Freeman
Patrick Freeman
Denise Frye
Susan Gaitan
Roberto Garcia
Cynthia Gautreau
Tracey L. Gayer
Kenneth Gompert
Jessica Grimes
Constance A. Gustaitis
Elizabeth Hall
Krista Henderson
Eve Himmelheber
Ma Lyzette E. Hingco
Nicole Jafari
Nancy Jimeno
Shannah E. Johnson
Jeffrey Jolley
Richard Juliano
Anne Lajeunesse
Erin M. Lance
Matthew Lancellotti
Jeeloo Liu
Dianna L. Malinao
Andreas B. Mangahas
Veronica Martinez
Kenneth Maxey
Maryanne Menville
Michael Milligan
Monique Del Rio Miranda
John H. Mothershed
Hector Muniz
James Neuse
David Nevell
Thuy Nguyen

Years of service calculation may differ from CalPERS years of service calculation.
Rosario Nunez
Angelica C. Perez
Philip Quigley
Eric Ratzlaff
Michael Ray
Edward L. Read
Katherine A. Rinos
Jose J. Rivera
William Rowley
David Sandner
Warren K. Sasahara
William Schools
Merle Sepel-Wagner
Issam Shahrouri
Peggita Shoar
Juliea Shriver
Rebekah Smart
Steven Smith
Sepehr Sobhani
Gregory Sweet
Vin Teng
Jennifer Thompson
Brooke Tolmasov
Robert Vanriel
Eileen Walsh
Penny Weismuller
Jie Weiss
Pamela P. White
Keikilani Williams
Yi Zhang

20 YEARS
Chris W. Abelardo
Claudia Acosta
Ramon Alamillo Jr.
Michael M. Anthony
George Arthur
Michael W. August
Adriana Badillo
Craig Baker
Reza Barazandeh
Jesse N. Blanpied
Evangeline Bravo
De Lana Bush-Hamblin
Rosalina Camacho
Shannon Campos
Zoila A. Carriaga
Laura Chandler
Patricia S. Chang
Jai Cho
Barbara Collins
Matthew C. Conner
Iris Cortes
James Crippen
Carmen Curiel
Hubrecht Delijzer
Deborah S. Diep
Catherine Dinh
Eric Dries
Svetlana Efremova-Reed
Kelly A. England
Elaine L. Estrada
Paul Farnham
Marina Ferrari
Barbara Finnell
Adrian Fleissig
Dorothy Flynn
William Freeman
Alma J. Gonzalez
Barbara Gonzalez
Chiara Gratton-Lavoie
Tim Green
Daniel Guzman
Catherine Halliday
Laurie Hansen
Antonio Hernandez
Thomas James
Raymond D. Juanico
Marsha Judd-Friery
Kari Knutson-Miller
John C. King
Linda Kroff
W Laton
Peter Lee
Charles Lee
Michael Loverude
Jeffrey Lubman
Peggy B. Luna
Khoi B. Luu
Daphne Mac Lean
Pamela Madsen
Tracey Magyar
William Marelich
Julie M. Martinez
Robin L. Matthews
Christine A. Mayfield
John Mierop
Aimee Nelson
David C. Palmquist
Denelle Pankratz
Megan K. Parkes
Hector Ramirez
Mari-Lynne Reid
Anita M. Rios
Linda G. Rodgers
Hakan Rosengren
Noel C. Runcie
Christopher Ryu
Robert Sage
Scott Sakamoto
Michelle Samadi
Darren Sandquist
Lillybeth N. Sasis
Christopher S. Searight
Silva Shammassian
Eugene N. Sim
Daniel Sorrell
Cynthia Togami
Ying-Chiao Tsao
Dara Vazin
Patricia Verdugo
Reyes Vonschmidt
Steven S. Vu
Stephanie Warner
Kathleen Webster
Jason Witt
Angela J. Zuniga

Shelley Murray
Peggy Ochoa
Larry Rodgers
David Shepard
Eboni N. Threatt
Reginald T. Turnbow
Stephan R. Walk
Gail C. Wright

30 YEARS
Pamela Bellomy
Annette R. Bow
Catherine Carreiro
Peng Chan
Norma Charest
Kyung Cho
Jeanine K. Congalton
Lusia Komala
Kenneth Kung
Joseph M. Luzzi
Christine E. McCarthy
Mary Read
Terri Snyder
Stella Ting-Toomey
Greg Yorba

25 YEARS
Lawrence Bomkamp
Janet H. Chen
Kwangping Cheng
Debra Conkey
Cliff Cramp
Richard E. Dickinson
Douglas Eernisse
Doreen L. Ferrel
Herrodoniel M. Garcia-Meza
Catherine M. Graham
Linda T. Lui
Sara Martinez

David Cheng
Victoria Costa
Andrew Gill
Karim Hamidian
Floyd Holiday
Do Minh
Mitchell Okada
Mercedita L. Ricasata

35 YEARS
Jesse Battan
Susan G. Maddox

40 YEARS

50 YEARS
David Pagni

Years of service calculation may differ from CalPERS years of service calculation.
EMPLOYEE GRADUATION

Graduates

Larry Martin
Doctor of Education in Higher Education Leadership, Azusa Pacific University

Mary Becerra
Doctor of Education in Higher Education, Azusa Pacific University

Danielle Flores
Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies, California State University, Fullerton

Gabriella Castillo
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology, California State University, Fullerton

Monica Chavez
Master of Public Administration, California State University, Fullerton

Andrea Gutierrez Aguilera
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology, California State University, Fullerton

Jennifer Sanchez
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, California State University, Dominguez Hills

Christina Tec
Master of Science in Instructional Design and Technology, California State University, Fullerton

Shauna Pearce
Doctor of Nursing Practice, California State University, Fullerton

Melody Lim
Master of Science in College Counseling and Student Development, Azusa Pacific University

Raven L. Mansen
Master of Science in Software Engineering, California State University, Fullerton

Connie Moreno Yamashiro
Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership, California State University, Long Beach

Alexander Ortega
Bachelor of Science in Human Services, California State University, Fullerton

Joelle Otteson
Doctor of Nursing Practice, California State University, Fullerton, Long Beach, and Los Angeles

UNIVERSITY AWARDS

Teamwork and Collaboration Award
Titan Communications
Nathan Jeffers
Eraj Shadaram
Jeffrey Whitten

Diversity, Inclusion and Equity Award
The Male Youth Empowerment Conference
Adriana Badillo
Vincent Harris
George Parker
Genesis Perez

TITAN EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Alisha Brown
Shelly Arsneault
Laura Arce
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**Titan Excellence Awards Nomination Committee**

Matt Badal
Gabby Burns
Steven Chen
Joshua De La Torre
Matt Englar-Carlson
Nina Garcia
Anne Grogan
Laura Hooks
Grace Johnson
Janna Kim
Bertha Leon
Sergio Lizarraga
Evajoy Tito
Binod Tiwari
Julie Virjee
Jennifer Vu
Rochelle Woods
Jaime Yarnell